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Summary 

Autocatalytic Interactions between the members of an animal group 
or Society, and particularly chemically or visuaily mediated allelomimesis, 
can be an important factor in the organisation of their collective activity. 
Furthermore, the interactions between the individuals and the environment 
allow différent collective patterns and décisions to appear under différent 
conditions, with the same individual behaviour. While most clearly demon-
strable in social insects, thèse principles are fundamental to schools of 
flshes, flocks of birds, groups of mammals, and many other social aggre-
gates. The analysis of collective behaviour in thèse terms implies detailed 
observation of both individual and collective behaviour, combined with 
mathematical modelling to link the two. 

Key words : groups, societies, individual simplicity, communication, auto-
catalysis, collective décisions, patterns, mathematical models. 
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Introduction 

In récent years, the study of group behaviour has been dominated by two 

questions, namely "What is the evolutionary process by which social life has de-

veloped?" (e.g. Wilson 1975; Barash 1977), and "Is behaviour optimal?" (e.g. 

Krebs & Davies 1984). Preoccupied with thèse ideas, sociobiology has more or 

less forgotten to ask how groups or societies forage, move, défend themselves, 

and generally do what they do. As a resuit, while the adaptive value {why) of be-

longing to a group is well documented (anti-predator, reproduction,...; e.g. Broom 

1981; Morse 1980), we only poorly understand the mechanisms {how) by which 

thèse groups are formed and modified as a function of their activity. While there 

are detailed descriptions of collective behaviour, on the one hand, and equally 

detailed descriptions of individual behaviour on the other, the causal links be-

tween the two and their often surprising différence in complexity are usually ne-

glected. 

The key to bridging thèse gaps lies in remembering that at each moment 

the members of an animal group décide, act and interact, both amongst each 

other and with the environment, permanently changing the state of the group. 

Just as sociobiology, with its population genetics and games theory, shows the 

importance of dynamics and individual interactions in the évolution of social be-

haviour, we propose the analysis of thèse interactions as the straightest path to 

understanding the short term collective behaviour of animal groups. 

The most widely-observed social interaction concerns allelomimesis in its 

many forms (roughiy speaking, do what my neighbour is doing; see e.g. Sudd 
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1963; Scott 1972; Altmann 1985). For example, one bird takes off, those near it 

aIso take off, and very quickly the whole flock has taken off. Recrultment In social 

Insects is another classical example, in which one forager discovers an important 

food source, recruits inactive foragers in the nest to go to it, which in turn recnjit 

still more foragers. Allelomimesis is by définition autocatalytic, in that if I do as 

others, then others do as I, and we ail end up doing the same thing. Another term 

forthis is positive feed-back, and we shall use the three terms rather indiscrimi-

nantly. In the context of this article they ail refer to the idea that the probability of 

an individual adopting a particular behaviour or state is an increasing function of 

the number of individuals aiready exhibiting that behaviour or state. Most often 

allelomimesis is considered as little more than a mechanism for aggregation, 

coopération and reciprocal altruism (e.g. Milinski 1987) or synchronisation. We 

would like to emphasise three of its less intuitive properties or conséquences: 

- Allelomimesis is important in structuring a group's activities. 

- Even very simple allelomimetic behaviour can be the source of complex and 

often surprising group behaviour. 

- Différent group behaviour can be based on identical allelomimetic behaviour. 

Such parsimonious ideas strongly contrast with the traditional biological 

approach, in which individual complexity is necessarily at the root of collective 

complexity, and in which the observation of a différent collective behaviour auto-

matically elicits the search for a différent individual behaviour. 

To show thèse properties - better known in physical and chemical Systems 

as self-organisation (Nicolis & Prigogine 1977) - as clearly as possible, we de-

liberately minimise both individual behavioural complexity and long-term différ-

ences between the members of a group, whether due to âge, expérience, or any 

other factor. In our wish to concentrate on the mechanisms behind collective be-

haviour, we shall more or less ignore its fitness or benefit, either collective or in-

dividual. 

While we illustrate our ideas mainly with examples of social insect foraging 

behaviour, they apply to a wide range of animal species' group behaviour. Math-

ematical models play an essential rôle in linking the individual and the collective 

behavioural levels. Quantitative individual observations define the model's kinet-

ics. Its dynamics and stationary states correspond to the collective pattern or dé-

cision observed (and can aIso be used to calculate a benefit), and are compared 

with expérimental results to test the model's validity. 
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Patterns and decision-making via trail pheromone in social insects 

Of the différent animal groups, social insects are those in which thèse 

properties are the most easily and clearly shown. To varying degrees, their soci-

eties are composed of a large number of individuals, characterised by the sim-

plicity of their behavioural répertoire, their limited individuality and capacity for 

learning, and the inhérent randomness of their behaviour (this last characteristic 

is by no means limited to social insects). On the other hand, communication be-

tween individuals, notably by pheromone, is usually highiy developed. 

In spite of this individual simplicity, and perhaps, as we shall see, because 

of it, the twenty thousand or so social insect species exhibit a bewildering 

panoply of social behaviour, fully illustrating the contrast between their individual 

and collective levels of complexity (e.g. Wilson 1971). Furthermore, we can ex-

periment on thèse societies in a way impossible in any other kind of collective 

decision-making organisation. Uniike molécules or cells, workers are easily visi-

ble, and we can manipulate insect societies and place them in experimentally 

controllable situations with relative ease. 

An important benefit of sociality is that it provides an opportunity for the 

exchange of information, and foragers of most social insects can communicate 

the location of a food source or a favourable foraging zone to its nest-mates by 

one means or another. We shall consider the means used by the majority of ant 

and termite species (and some bees), that is to say trail pheromone. 

The same autocatalytic scénario may be obsen/ed whenever trail 

pheromone is used. The direction chosen by a forager that passes a given point 

laying pheromone will influence the direction chosen by the next ant that passes, 

which aiso adds pheromone in the direction chosen. In this way, one spécifie di-

rection is rapidiy and collectively selected out of a number of initially équivalent 

possibilities. Repeated along a séries of points, this process is the means by 

which the foragers form a well-defined trail between, for example, the nest and 

the source or foraging zone. We shall now examine some of the widely différent 

patterns and décisions generated by this one autocatalytic mechanism. 

Army ant swarm patterns (Raignier & Van Boven 1955; Schneirla 1971 ; Franks 

1989): Army ants live in colonies of up to 20,000,000 individuals, roughiy 1 cm 

long and practically blind. Their group behaviour is anything but simple. Every 

day, a colony will form a swarm raiding System made up of 200,000 foragers, 

covering 100m x 10m, catching some 30,000 prey items which are ail transported 

to the nest, and they do this in highiy structured and species characteristic pat-

terns, in the total absence of any central organisation (fig. 1). 

The traditional approach to thèse différent swarm patterns is to assume 

that each is optimal forthe prey thèse species hunt, and corresponds to complex 
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species spécifie individual behaviour. For example, Eciton burchelli has a more 

dispersed swarm and feeds more on scattered arthropods than E. hamatum, 

which feeds more on insect colonies and has a more concentrated pattern, E. ra-

pax being intermediary in diet and pattern. However, Monte Carlo simulations of 

one simple trail laying/following behaviour can generate différent characteristic 

swarm patterns (Deneubourg et al. 1989). With a homogenous, low density food 

distribution, the simulation générâtes a front and a central trail (fig. 2a), very like 

those of the Argentine ant Iridomyrmex ^um/V/s'exploratory swarms (Deneubourg 

et al. in press a). With a higherfood density, the central trail branches repeatediy, 

forming a river delta pattern very like that of Eciton burchelli (Figs. 2b and 1c). 

With a heterogenous food distribution, the delta splits into a number of more or 

less concentrated sub-deltas, forming a pattern intermediate between that of E. 

hamatum and that of E. rapax (Figs. 2c and 1a,b). 

While the individual ants in the simulations have exactly the same qualita-

tive and quantitative behaviour, the différent spatial distributions of the foragers 

returning with food (via the différent food distributions) interact with the flow of 

ants heading away from the nestto produce the qualitatively différent patterns. 

The simplicity and autocatalytic nature of their trail laying/following is fur-

ther illustrated by the occurrence of circular mills. One can sometimes observe in 

the field (or easily provoke in the laboratory) a group of army ants turning around 

and around a circular obstacle. The more they turn the more they lay trail around 

the obstacle, only stopping when they are totally exhausted. Removing the ob-

stacle makes no différence once the circular trail has been formed (fig. 3a), and 

one can justifiably describe the army ant foraging System as the blind leading the 

blind. (Note that army ant foragers lay trail pheromone both when returning to the 

bivouac with food and more or less continually as they move outwards from the 

nest). 

Messor pergandei 's rotating foraging trail pattern: Bernstein (1975) and 

Rissing & Wheeler (1976) described a spatial oscillation in Messor pergandei. A 

concentrated foraging column develops to a sector of the foraging area and ro-

tâtes like the hand of a clock around the nest with a period of 1-3 weeks and with 

a variable degree of irregularity. Thèse columns change direction more slowly in 

years or régions when food was abundant. This complex behaviour can be mod-

elled with the same autocatalytic scénario as above (the foragers laying 

pheromone only when returning with food) without needing to invoke spatial 

memory, complicated Systems of coordination or any change of individual be-

haviour with food density (Goss & Deneubourg in press). 

Briefly, the ant foragers choose a foraging sector as a function of the 

pheromone concentration associated with each sector. The choice is autocat-

alytic, as foragers that find food in a sector add to its pheromone. As a sector's 
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food runs out, the trail is less reinforced and starts to diminish in strength. The 

foragers start to explore the two adjacent sectors, and in the same way concen-

trate on one of them. When that sector runs out of food, one of the two adjacent 

sectors is empty, having been exploited just before, and the other is full. The trail 

to this latter sector is thus more reinforced than the first. The colony thereafter 

spontaneousiy switches from sector to adjacent sector, and the column may ro-

tate indefinately (fig. 4). 

With increasing food abundance, the model passes from random foraging 

to the formation of a trail that rotâtes about the nest. The greater the abundance 

the more slowly the trail rotâtes until it finally becomes fixed on one sector (a 

trunk trail), thus agreeing with the expérimental observations. As with the army 

ant swarms, the same simple behaviour générâtes différent complex patterns un-

der différent conditions. That M. pergandei de\/e\ops rotating trails, while another 

harvester ant species forms trunk trails (e.g. Pheidole militicida - Hôlldobler 1974) 

and another forages randomly (e.g. Pogonomyrmex maricopa - Hôlldobler 1974; 

P. californicus, even though this species can form recruitment trails - Rissing 

pers. comm.) need not necessarily correspond to a behaviour that is species 

spécifie, but could, at least in part, simply be due to différent ecological conditions 

and/or food préférences. - . . . 

Collective décisions: The army ant swarm patterns and the M. pergandei dock 

pattern are spectacular examples of a more gênerai problem concerning the spa-

tial organisation of a group of foragers. The use of trail pheromone, however, is 

not only a System adapted to the exploitation of a patchy environment or of prey 

needing coopérative exploitation, but is also the touchstone of a collective deci-

sion-making System. 

When new sources are discovered simultaneousiy, recruitments are 

started to them. Responding to the food sources' différent quality the foragers lay 

more or less pheromone when returning to the nest. The recruitments to them 

proceed at différent rates, and they compete for inactive foragers waiting in the 

nest to be recruited. This compétition can generate complex social décisions well 

beyond the capacity of an individual. 

Experiments combined with modelling have shown that trail laying ants 

can use their trail recruitment to choose the richest food source (Pasteels et al. 

1987; Beckers et al. in prep.). For example, Lasius n/grer foragers when offered 

simultaneousiy a 0.1 M and a 1M sucrose solution concentrate their activity on the 

1M source (fig 5a). When offered two identical 1M sources simultaneousiy they 

concentrate on one of them rather than exploiting both equally (fig 5b). However, 

they can become prisoners of their trail System in the sensé that once one trail is 

well-established, a new trail is unable to compete with it and develop, even if it 

leads to a richer source. When offered just a 0.1 M source L. n/ger foragers es-
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tablish a trail to it and exploit it. If you then add a richer 1M source, they discover 

it but are incapable of switching their activity to it (fig 5c). This illustrâtes quite 

clearly that optimal foraging theory is not aiways the most appropriate model for 

understanding collective, autocatalytic behaviour. Seeley (1985) analyses a sim-

ilar collective decision-making process in honeybees that allows the hive to select 

the best of two sugar sources. 

Ants that lay trail pheromone more or less continuousiy such as army ants 

and Ihdomyrmex humilis can select the shortest route to a source (Goss et al. 

subm.), again via the compétition between two rival recruitments. If you place a 

bridge that has a short and a long branch between an /. humilis nest and a food 

source, the interplay between those going to the food and those returning gives 

an initial advantage to the shorter branch. The autocatalytic trail System amplifies 

this initial différence, leading to the sélection of the shortest branch of the bridge 

(fig 6). Again, they can be prisoners of their own history, and do not aiways 

choose the optimal solution. If you at first place a bridge with just one branch, the 

ants establish a trail on it. If you then add a second and shorter branch, they are 

incapable of switching to it. 

It should be stressed that the choices described above are not the resuit of 

individual foragers comparing the quality of the two food sources, the lengths of 

two bridges, nor even the resuit of inactive recruits in the nest comparing the sig-

nais from différent recruiters. Via the autocatalytic amplifying mechanism, exactiy 

the same trail laying and trail following behaviour can generate différent patterns 

and décisions if there is: 

- différent past activity. 

- différent environmental conditions. 

Chemical communication organises widely différent animal societies 

The use of chemical signais to maintain group cohésion and guide group 

movement is by no means limited to social insects, and it is remarkable how 

widely différent species have developed similar Systems that generate similar, if 

not exactiy the same spatial patterns and décisions, underlining the generality of 

the organisational principles we présent. 

For example, social bacteria use chemical trails to form army-ant-like 

"swarms" (reviews in Reichenbach 1986; Shapiro 1988; models in Pfistner 1989; 

Stevens 1989). The gregarious caterpillars Malacosoma neustria aiso use trails in 

a manner similar to army ants, enabling them both to diffuse information about 

richer foraging zones (more trail is laid to better food sources) and to find the 

same collective nest site at the end of a day's activity (Fitzgerald & Peterson 
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1988). Circular mills, similar to those observed in army ants, can be seen in the 

Caterpillar of the European processionary moth Thaumetopoeia pityocampa 

(Fabre 1879) and aiso in the mud-snail Nassarius obsoletus (Crisp 1969), gener-

ated by a combination of chemical, tactile and perhaps visual eues. 

Other intertidal molluscs use trails to help each other find protected rest 

sites (Focardi et al. 1985). Many différent larvae, such as Dendroctonus micans 

(Grégoire 1988), use pheromone to recruit to favourable food sources. As a con-

séquence, D. micans forms différent group structures in différent conditions, or 

even by in the same conditions, with the same individual behaviour (Deneubourg 

et in press b). 

Finally, Le Masne (1952) reviews an astonishing range of chemically and 

tactilely coordinated group behaviour in insects and other invertebrates, such as 

the rhythmically synchronised feeding in Trichiocampus viminalis larvae (which 

leave regular parallel perforations in leaves), or the masive group migrations of 

certain Noctuidae larvae or army worms. 

Visually mediated collective patterns and décisions in widely différent ani-

mal societies 

The organisational properties of allelomimesis are by no means limited to 

groups using chemical communication, as in the examples described so far. Vi-

sual communication is more widespread and can in the same way generate the 

same or similar patterns and décisions in animal groups such as swarms of lo-

custs, schools of fish, flocks of birds, troops of antelopes, etc.. Ail may take dif-

férent forms in différent situations (resting, feeding, moving, predator avoiding,...) 

(review in Wilson 1975) in a manner that appears highiy coordinated but with no 

leaders. Ail may function with the same logic of simple individual behaviour, am-

plified and structured by autocatalytic communication. 

Spatial patterns: For example, in a number of fish species, the same school 

can move in an amoeba-like fashion, in a circular mill (fig. 3b, as army ants, pro-

cessionary caterpillars and mud-snails), in a rectilinear form, form défensive 

pods, or split in différent manners to avoid predators or feed on différent prey 

(e.g. Parr 1927; Breder 1959, 1976). Many of thèse forms can be generated by 

one mathematical model which defines the movement of an individual as a func-

tion of the velocities, positions and orientations of its neighbours (Sakai 1973; 

Suzuki & Sakai 1973; Huth & Wissel 1989). Thus allelomimesis with identical in-

dividuals can structure the school. It could aIso be behind the observation that 

. many fish, such as surgeonfish (Barlow 1974) and killifish (Fraser 1973), form 
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schools in some conditions, but not in others, without having to invoke factors iike 

genetically différent populations. 

Similarily, many mammal species such as musk-oxen (Tener 1965) or 

sheep and cows live in herds that take différent forms under différent conditions 

such as the présence of predators or during différent activities such as resting, 

ruminating and grazing. Eléphants, bisons and quails form défensive circles, and 

predators often adopt complex attacking patterns to cope with défensive forma-

tions. As with fish schools, Jarman & Jarman (1979) propose that the tendency to 

take the same speed and direction is the major force that allows ungulate herds 

to be a stable and structured organisation. Focardi & Toso (1987) have modelled 

this. 

Hoffman et al. (1981) describe large mixed flocks of seabirds that form 

foraging patterns very Iike those of army ants, via a recruitment mechanism. 

Double-crested cormorants form coordinated fishing flocks whose form dépends 

on their size (Bartholomew 1942), and Rand (1954) gives a number of différent 

species that form complex collective foraging patterns. It will be a challenge to 

show to what extent simplicity and allelomimesis could be behind this multitude of 

group forms (Focardi et al., 1989). 

Collective décisions: The information centres described in relation to communal 

roosting or colonial nesting bird species (Ward & Zahavi 1973) show a strong 

analogy with social insect colonies. Members of a roost, for example, are thought 

to be capable of recognising when other members of the colony retum from a 

successfui foraging flight and to choose their next flight direction accordingly, this 

being the équivalent of trail recruitment. Similar complex decisional or spatial pat-

terns have been observed, and can be understood by similar and even identical 

analyses of the individual kinetics (Deneubourg & Goss in prep.). For example, 

weaver birds have been shown to switch from a poorer food source to a richer 

one (De Groot 1980), and pigeons may concentrate on one source, neglecting 

nearby identical ones (Lefebvre 1983). Again thèse are more than just a simple 

aggregation mechanisms. ^ 

Another classical example concerns the danses used by honeybees to re-

cruit workers, and by this means to make a collective sélection of the best site to 

move their nest to (Lindauer 1961 ; Seeley 1985). Again, non-linear positive feed-

back is important as only one nest must be chosen out of a number of alterna-

tives. 
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Collective construction 

We have illustrated our article with exampies taken from two highiy visible 

collective behaviours, foraging and grouping. However we would not like to finish 

without mentioning collective construction. Roads, tunnels, nests, warrens, dams, 

collective inhabitations, ... Who are the animal architectsi? In other words, do the 

principles described above also apply to this aspect of social activity? 

At first sight thèse complicated structures appear highiy deterministic, and 

again it is not surprising that the "plans" have been thought to be explicitly con-

tained in the individuals' genetic code. Grassé's (1939, 1959) classical study of 

the way termites build complex and regular nest structures (completed by 

Deneubourg 1977; Bruinsma & Leuthold 1978) shows that this is not necessarily 

the case, and that a large number of pheromone mediated autocatalytic in-

teractions between random builders (1 tend to lay mud bricks where others have 

laid mud bricks) can lead to the formation of regular and complex physical struc-

tures in the complète absence of any planification, either centralised or in the 

heads of each individual. A similar process has been shown to be behind the 

construction of bee nests (Darchen 1959; Belle et al. 1986). 

Discussion 

In our wish to be clear in showing how a considération of social dynamics 

can promote the understanding of group behaviour we have inevitably made 

some rather provocative simplifications, not least of which being our treatment of 

individuals as simple identical "molécules". The degree of individual complexity 

found in animal groups is of course extremely variable, not only when comparing 

very différent species such as termites and primates, but also when comparing 

more closely related ones. While self-organisation can and does appear with 

complex individuals just as with simple individuals, it is évident that it is not the 

only mechanism active, and that individual complexity or division of labour can 

also be the source of collective complexity. 

The question raised by the variability in individual complexity may be 

stated in the following terms: At what level does a society's complexity appear, 

that is to say does it lie within individuals or between individuals? What part of 

social behaviour must be explicitly coded into the individuals' behaviour, and 

what part is determined by the interactions between individuals? This problem is 

not only fundamental to the relationship between an individual and the society, 

but also underlies the relationship between an organism and its organs, an organ 

and its cells, and between a cell and its macro-molecules. If we have deliberately 

stressed here the rôle of collective complexity in group behaviour, it is because 

we both wished to show up its multiple and powerfui possibilities and because it 
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has hitherto been neglected (with the notable exceptions of Breder 1976, 

Darchen 1959, Grassé 1939, 1959, Lindauer 1961, Wilson 1962 and Seeley 

1985). 

When feed-back is discussed in animal groups, it is nearly aiways négative 

feed-back that is considered and its rôle is limited to that of a regulatory mecha-

nism, in which fluctuations are damped and equilibrium is the goal, and again so-

cial insects provide many examples. For example, Wilson & Hôlldobler (1988) re-

view a number of situations in which ants with only local information are capable 

of regulating which type of food the foragers are encouraged to bring back, or the 

number of individuals of différent castes produced. Positive feed-back is only 

rarely considered. 

Generally speaking, the rôle of positive feed-back is reduced to that of a 

mechanism that not surprisingly produces exponential growth and spa-

tial/temporal coordination. For example, it allows groups to exploit en masse ran-

dom discoveries (e.g. Sudd 1963; Deneubourg et al. 1983; Towne & Gould 

1988), or to form clusters, but nothing more (e.g. Scott 1972; Altmann 1985). In 

this article we have stressed the fact that competing positive feed-backs very 

rapidiy amplify external or internai fluctuations. The examples we have given 

show how the resulting patterns and décisions are surprisingly complex and 

"créative". �� .. -

Such self-organising societies have a number of properties that compare 

favourably with a more deterministic organisation, such as sexual division of 

labour, social hierarchy, caste-regulation (Oster & Wilson 1978), or age-related 

ethology. Firstly, they can be based on simple individuals, requiring only simple 

programming and autocatalytic communication. Large numbers of individuals can 

thereby be coordinated into collective structures. Moreover, thèse stnjctures can 

interact with the environment, allowing différent collective behaviour to appear 

from the same individual behaviour under différent conditions. In this way they 

combine the advantages of simplicity, reliablity and adaptability with a considér-

able economy of genetical coding. Only the limited number of simple ruies de-

scribing the individual behaviour and interactions need be explicitly coded. It is 

not necessary to forsee every situation as complex and flexible collective struc-

tures are automatically generated from thèse simple ruIes. ' 

Because of thèse advantages, such self-organising algorithms are aiso 

destined to play a more active rôle in what is the major characteristic of our in-

dustrial society, namely the use of machines to perform usefui tasks. Specifically, 

the principles governing self-organisation in animal societies can be used in the 

design of fail-safe distributed control Systems for robot teams, and are aiready 

being applied to the management of distributed data networks (Gallagher 1977; 

Merlin & Segall 1979). 
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In the light of the ideas presented here and the wide range of species to 

which we have seen they apply, simple causes should perhaps be considered 

more systematically when seeking to explain complex collective behaviour. It is 

our belief that any species adopting allelomimetic-type behaviour, for whatever 

reason, will "unwittingly" and automatically dote itself with a capacity for collective 

décision making and pattern formation, and gênerai stucturing that far exceeds 

that of its isolated individuals. Along with the better-documented reproductive and 

défensive benefits, this is surely one of the major reasons why sociality has 

flourished independently and many times across ail the major animal orders. 
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Figure. 1. Foraging patterns of three army ant species (redrawn from Retten-

meyer 1963 and Burton and Franks 1985). 

F\g. la. Eciton hamatum. 

Fig. 1b. E. rapax. 

F\g. 1c. E. burchelli. 

Fig 2. Three distinct foraging patterns developed by Monte Carlo simulations of 

the same model with three différent food distributions (reproduced from 

Deneubourg et al. in press a). 

10 ants leave the nest per step. Ants advance into the foraging area. If they find 

food they return to the nest. At each point, the prob. of moving pert ime step = 0.5 

+ 0.5 tanh((L+R)/100 -1), where L and R are the quantifies of pheromone ahead 

left and right. Those that move choose between ahead ieft and ahead right, with 

the prob. of choosing ahead left = {5+L)2 / ({5+L)2 + {5+R)2). A maximum of 20 

ants are allowed at each point. Having moved, the advancing ants lay 1 

pheromone unit at the point chosen (with a saturation levé! of 300 units), and re-

turning ants lay 10 pheromone units (with a saturation levé! of 1000 units). 1/30th 

of the pheromone at each point évaporâtes pertime step. 

Fig. 2a. Each point has a 1/10 probability of containing 1 food item. 

Fig. 2b. Each point has a 1/2 probability of containing 1 food item. 

Fig. 2c. Each point has a 1/100 probability of containing 400 food items 

Fig. 3. Three circular mills generated by the same process in three widely différ-

ent species, namely fishes (redrawn from Parr 1927), army ants (redrawn from 

Schneirla 1971) and gregarious caterpillars (based on Fabre 1879). The circular 

mill based on Eciton illustrâtes how chemical signais dominate their movement. 

The workers are droppped into a small tray containing a large circular object. 

They start to move round the object, laying trail pheromone as they go. This 

causes them to move faster and faster as the trail gets stronger. The object is 

then removed, but the ants continue to turn until exhausted 
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Fig. 4. Monte Carlo simulation showing the percentage of foragers in each of four 

sectors of a circular foraging area as a function of time. The foragers clearly form 

a trail that starts in sector 2 and rotâtes clockwise to sectors 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, etc., 

with a regular period. 

Each sector contains initially 2000 seeds. 2 seeds arrive and 1/1000th of the total 

number disappear per unit time in each sector. A trail leads to each sector, char-

acterised by C pheromone units, of which 1/30th evaporate per unit time. 100 

foragers leave the nest per unit time. A fraction, fi= (20 + Ci)2 / z(20 + Cj)2, 

choose sector i. Of thèse, 1/20th diffuse into each of the two adjacent sectors. 

The number of ants that find seeds in a sector = 0.1 FiSi/(1000+Si), where Fj and 

Si are the corresponding numbers of foragers and seeds. At the end of each 

step, ail the foragers return to the nest. Those that have found a seed add one 

pheromone unit to the trail leading to the corresponding sector. Those that find no 

seeds return without marking. 

Fig 5. Three examples of collective décision making via food recruitment in ants, 

as shown by the time évolution of the number of foragers around two sucrose 

sources presented to a colony in a 0.8 m2 arena (reproduced from Beckers et al. 

subm.). 

Fig. 5a. Faced with a choice between two simultaneousiy presented sucrose 

sources of différent quality, 1M vs 0.1 M, the L. /i/ger colonies aiways concentrate 

their activity on the richer source. 

Fig. 5b. Faced with a choice between two 1M sucrose sources, the Lasius niger 

colonies aiways concentrate their activity on one of them. 

Fig. 5c. Presented with a 0.1 M sucrose source, the L. n/ger colony starts to ex-

ploit it. If you then introduce 1M sucrose source, they remain faithfui to the first 

discovered, albeit weaker source, even though they have discovered the richer 

source. 

Fig. 6. A colony of Iridomyrmex tiumilis selecting the short branches on a bridge 

between the nest and the foraging area (photos taken 4 and 8 minutes afterthe 

bridge was placed). (Reproduced from Goss et al. subm.) 
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